Gender and prevalence of knee osteoarthritis types in elderly Koreans.
We undertook to document sex differences in the prevalence of knee osteoarthritis (OA) at different disease stages in an elderly Korean population. Prevalence of 3 stages of knee OA (radiographic OA, severe radiographic OA, and candidacy for total knee arthroplasty [TKA]) was investigated in 696 elderly (≥65 years old) Korean subjects. Multivariate logistic regression was performed to evaluate associations between the risk factors of OA at these 3 disease stages. The overall prevalence of knee OA was 38.1% for radiographic OA, 26.4% for severe radiographic OA, and 6.5% for advanced OA warranting TKA. Women had much higher prevalence for all 3 stages. Female sex was found to be the strongest predictor for all 3 disease stages, but this was most remarkable for TKA candidates. This study documents that knee OA is highly prevalent among Korean elderly and that elderly Korean women are at much greater risk of requiring TKA.